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Notice

before the Featherweight – Sewhandy Volume 1 details the evolution and
development of the Sewhandy design, and the influences of society and
business on that design.

This book also cover patents associated with the Sewhandy, accessories,
brochures and advertising.

A copy of a Sewhandy owners manual is also included. Always remember
to use safety equipment and follow all safety instructions if performing any
maintenance or repair.

The intent of this book is for educational purposes only.
No warranty or representation, express or implied, with respect to

accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this
document, or use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed
in this document that may infringe on privately owned rights.

No liability is assumed with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting
from the use of, any information, apparatus, method or process disclosed in
this book.

See www.SewhandySewingMachine.com or feel free to email me at Dar-
Bet@att.net for any additional information or assistance with your
Sewhandy.

I also provide maintenance, repair, and restoration in my workshop thru
my website:
www.SewingMachineTech.com
I welcome any and all discussion as to the “facts” or validity of my

conclusions. Specific reference information is available on request; email me
at Dar-Bet@att.net .

http://www.sewhandysewingmachine.com/
mailto:%20Dar-Bet@att.net
http://www.sewingmachinetech.com/
mailto:%20Dar-Bet@att.net


The Author

Darrel P. Kaiser has been professionally troubleshooting electrical,
electronic, and mechanical components and systems for the US Government
for the last 37 years. During those years, he also trained with PFAFF in
Germany and Bernina USA in the art of professional sewing machine repair,
and continues repair and restoration even today.

He has also been researching the development of the Germanic peoples,
and his ancestors for over 10 years. While living for over two years in
Germany, Darrel “walked the lanes” and did onsite research in the villages
of his ancestors.

After all those years of troubleshooting and repair, he turned to teaching at
a Government University and writing technical books. Out of his research
came his first book on Germanic History and Genealogy, “Origins and
Ancestors Families Karle & Kaiser of the German-Russian Volga
Colonies.”

Darrel has also written and published numerous other books on German
and Russian History, Politics, Religion, and Ancestry; a book on the
Watercolor quilts of Betty Kaiser, a book on basic electrical troubleshooting,
a book on sewing machine troubleshooting, two books on the SINGER 221
Featherweight, and two books on the STANDARD Sewhandy and GE
MODEL A sewing machines. The last pages of this book show all the titles.

For more on his research into German and Russian History and Genealogy,
visit:

www.Volga-Germans.com

For more on his books on Troubleshooting, visit:

www.BasicTroubleshooting.com

For more on his books about Sewing Machines, visit:

http://www.volga-germans.com/
http://www.basictroubleshooting.com/


www.SewingMachineTech.com

For more on his books about the STANDARD Sewhandy and GE MODEL
A sewing machines, visit:

www.SewhandySewingMachine.com

For more information on all of his books, visit:

www.DarrelKaiserBooks.com
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Preface

Originally, this book “before the Featherweight – Sewhandy” was written
as one volume. After months of research and writing, I realized that
documenting the Sewhandy sewing machine properly was going to take
around 500 pages. For that reason, “before the Featherweight – Sewhandy”
has been published in two volumes.

Volume 1 covers the history of the life of the Sewhandy, i.e. prior to the
design (early 1920’s) thru the end of production (mid 1938). Also covered
are associated patents, identification of your model, a sew-off comparison of
an OSANN SINGER Sewhandy with a SINGER 221 Featherweight, and
parts availability listing.

The original reason for Volume 1 was the recurring gossip and speculation
that the Standard “Sewhandy” machine was possibly the forerunner of the
SINGER Featherweight. Volume 1 was to either verify or dispel those
rumors with an explanation using all information presently available.

While writing the original manuscript, I arrived at the conclusion that the
Sewhandy sewing machine is a remarkable product. The original
maintenance manual was not very informative, and some assumptions have
surfaced about the Sewhandy that are not based on fact, but on a lack of
correct information, i.e. required maintenance and lubrication requirements.

Volume 2 covers maintenance and repair of all Sewhandy models,
mechanical theory of operation, electrical theory of operation, plus advice on
buying, restoration, shipping, and replaceable consumables. Also included is
identification of your model, a specification comparison of an OSANN
SINGER Sewhandy with a SINGER 221 Featherweight, and parts
availability listing.

The reason for Volume 2 was to provide maintenance and repair
information for all the Sewhandy models using modern lubricants and
components.

Most of the information provided in both Volumes has been verified as fact
thru multiple sources. I have attempted to be as accurate as possible;



however, my accuracy is directly dependent on the accuracy of all the
sources that have provided information over the past 80 years.

A small percentage of the information provided in both Volumes is based
on a single source, or my assumptions from a number of sources. Again, I
have attempted to be as accurate as possible in my assumptions and
conclusions, however my accuracy is directly dependent on information that
is 70 to 80 years old.

Note that when I use the term “Sewhandy” in both volumes, I am referring
to all models of the Sewhandy to include the GENERAL ELECTRIC
MODEL A.

If I am referring to a specific model Sewhandy, I will add the
manufacturer, i.e. STANDARD, FREDERICK OSANN, GE (GENERAL
ELECTRIC), or OSANN SINGER.

I welcome any and all discussion as to the “facts” or validity of my
conclusions. Specific reference information is available on request; email me
at Dar-Bet@att.net .

mailto:Dar-Bet@att.net


Frederick and Edward Sr, ca 1933

My sincere thanks to Robert Osann Jr. and Edward R. Osann for their
assistance with the research into the history and development of the
Sewhandy and the FREDERICK OSANN Company. This book would not
have been possible without their help and information.



Dedication

There are many companies and people that stand out in the ten year
production of the Sewhandy sewing machine, i.e. STANDARD Sewing
Machine Company of Cleveland, SINGER, Richard K. Hohmann, GENERAL
ELECTRIC Corporation to name a few. However, one man stands above all
the rest.

Volumes 1 and 2 are both dedicated to that one man: FREDERICK
OSANN. He was the Founder and President of the FREDERICK OSANN
Company of New York from 1907 until its purchase by SINGER in mid
1934.

He assisted the designer with improvements to the Sewhandy, and
managed its marketing and production thru the STANDARD Sewing Machine
Company of Cleveland.

FREDERICK OSANN became President of the STANDARD Sewing
Machine Company of Cleveland in 1930 after STANDARD had financial
difficulties. In spite of their financial problems, he was able to continue
production of the well known STANDARD Sewing Machine product line.

Even after SINGER acquired his company and the Sewhandy in mid 1934,
he continued development and research in the Sewhandy and other sewing
machines thru his partnership with designer Richard K. Hohmann.



IN THE BEGINNING

Sewing machines had come a long ways by the 1900’s, and once they
became electric powered, their appeal to the masses exploded. World War I
drew women out of their homes to support the war effort, and exposed them
to the new technology. The advertisement below uses this theme to promote
portable sewing machines.



Portable sewing machine models were available in the early 1920’s from
a number of different manufacturers, such as SINGER, WHITE, and
STANDARD.

The SINGER Sewing Machine Company filed for a US patent on a
portable sewing machine before 1920, and introduced the SINGER “portable
electric” 99K for sale to the public in 1921.

SINGER Hand Portable

The SINGER ad below is a typical of the time up to late 1933.



By 1926, STANDARD Sewing Machine Company of Cleveland had their
portable model R72 out for sale. Picture below is a later STANDARD
portable.



Most of the portable electric sewing machines were just adaptations of
treadle powered table sewing machine designs.

For the sewing machine manufacturers this was a logical next step. Add an
electric motor and you now had an electric portable model to sell to the
public. However, current electric motors were heavy making the machines
weigh even more than the table model.

The typical electric portable of the 1920’s was heavy with a carrying
weight of over 30 pounds. They may have been called “portable,” but you
would not want to have to “port” them very far.



A new lighter and less expensive portable electric sewing machine design
was needed. But for the sewing machine manufacturers the important
concerns were:

Who could design one?
Would the public buy it?
Would it make them money?



THE INVENTOR

A new lighter and less expensive design finally arrived in late 1927.
Was it an engineer or designer at one of the big sewing machine companies

such as SINGER, WHITE, or STANDARD that came up with the new
portable? No! If not them, who else had the expertise?

The new lightweight portable design was the brainstorm of an independent
inventor/designer named Richard K. Hohmann (Holmann).

Almost nothing is recorded of Richard Hohmann’s early life, other than he
was born in Germany around 1875 and immigrated to the United States
around 1899. Sometime before 1904 he set up residence in San Diego,
California. It was a short time later in San Diego that he started designing
and patenting his inventions.

It is unknown where he obtained his sewing machine mechanical
knowledge, but he must have had extensive experience. Richard was a very
prolific inventor and designer of sewing machine components.

On October 10, 1908, he filed for two patents, 1) on a Take-up for Sewing
Machines (US Patent 977630 granted 12-6-1910), and 2) on Rotary Sewing
Machine (US Patent 983902 granted 2-14-1911).

Four days later on October 14, 1908, he filed for a patent on a Feed
Mechanism for Sewing Machines (US Patent 957211 granted 5-10-1910).
On May 19, 1910, he filed for a patent on a Bobbin Carrier (US Patent
1009749 granted 11-28-1911). November 3, 1910, he filed for a patent on a
Revolving Hook Sewing Machine (US Patent 1000265 granted 8-8-1911).

Three days later on Nov 9, 1910, he filed for a patent on a Presser Foot
for Sewing Machines (US Patent 1036845 granted 8-27-1912). The next
month on December 3, 1910, he filed for a patent on Take-Up for Sewing
Machines (US Patent 1073489 granted 9-19-1913).

In September 1912, he filed for a patent on Revolving-hook Sewing
Machines (US Patent 1198546 granted 9-19-1916). On May 3, 1913, he filed
for a patent on Bobbin Holder for Rotary Hook Machines (US Patent
1105197 granted 7-28-1914).



That same day, he also filed for two more a patents: 1) on Rotary Sewing
Machine with Chain-Stitch Attachment (US Patent 1090151 granted 3-17-
1914), and 2) on Feed Mechanism for Sewing Machine (US Patent 1110629
granted 9-15-1914). On July 6, 1914, he filed for a patent on a Sewing
Machine (US Patent 1164648 granted 12-21-1915).

February 26, 1916, he filed for a patent on a Sewing Machine (US Patent
1343823 granted 6-15-1920). On November 3, 1916, he filed for a patent on
Oiling System for Sewing Machines (US Patent 1311817 granted 7-29-
1919).

March 22, 1918, he filed for a patent on Rotary Hook Mechanism for
Sewing Machines (US Patent 1364279 granted 1-4-1921). On August 25,
1919, he filed for a patent on a Sewing machine Take-up Mechanism (US
Patent 1393127 granted 10-11-1921).

February 28, 1921, he filed for a patent on a Bobbin Casing and Carrier
(US Patent 1504242 granted 8-12-1924). In October 1921, he filed for a
patent on Rotary Take-up for Sewing Machines (US Patent 1549081 granted
8-11-1925).

On February 16, 1924 he filed for a patent on Rotary Take-up for Sewing
Machines (US Patent 1581346 granted 4-20-1926). On September 22, 1924,
he filed for a patent on a Ventilated Rotary Hook (US Patent 1596487
granted 8-17-1926).

This list above does not cover all his patents, and there were many more
thru 1950.

His most widely known one was his “Sewing Machine” (US Patent
1916860). This was the sewing machine that would eventually be marketed
as the STANDARD Sewing Machine, FREDERICK OSANN, and OSANN
(SINGER) “SEWHANDY,” and the GENERAL ELECTRIC (GE) “MODEL-
A”.



“SEWING MACHINE” PATENT

On December 24, 1927, Richard K. Hohmann (Holmann) filed for a patent
on Sewing Machine (US Patent 1916860 granted July 4, 1933).

The beginning of the patent application reads as follows: ”The general
object of the present invention is to provide an improved portable motor
driven sewing machine primarily adapted for domestic use, and
characterized by its compactness, small weight, and good operating
characteristics. More specifically, the object of the invention is to provide a
portable sewing machine which in respect to its operating capacity,
reliability, and durability is substantially as good as, or better than the best
motor driven domestic sewing machines in general use, and which because
of its construction and arrangement, may be made more compact,
substantially lighter in weight, and inherently less expensive to manufacture
than any sewing machine heretofore made having as good or approximately
as good operating characteristics and of like capacity.”

The application continues “My improved sewing machine comprises a
frame casting having standard, arm and head portions which may be of any
usual or suitable form, and a bed portion which differs from the bed portion
of an ordinary sewing machine in that it is of inverted pan or box form. The
space provide in the bed not only receives the rotating hook and hook shaft or
like under work sewing mechanism and a suitable work feeding mechanism,
but also receives the driving motor or at least a portion of the latter, and in
addition may receive a rheostat or other controller for the motor when this is
desirable.”

The application includes seven pages of text and illustrations. What it is
important about US Patent 1916860 is that this patent grants all rights to
Richard K. Hohmann for all machines of the following type. “A portable lock
stitch sewing machine comprising a frame including a chambered bed portion
open at its underside, a completely operative work feeding and stitch forming
mechanism mounted in said frame and comprising a hook shaft, a needle bar
shaft,” etc. More description included “A portable sewing machine,



comprising a frame casting including a chambered bed portion open at its
underside, a completely operative work feeding and stitch forming
mechanism mounted in said frame, a base member on which said bed portion
rests and to which is detachably secured, a motor mounted on said base
member” etc. The complete patent application can be found in the Appendix.

The portable sewing machine design that SINGER marketed beginning in
1933 as the SINGER 221 (later the Featherweight) was included within the
US Patent 1916860 of Richard K. Hohmann.







MARKETING

Richard K. Hohmann had a new and unique design. What he needed now
was a sewing machine manufacturer. Most would probably assume that he
went to the STANDARD Sewing Machine Company of Cleveland since that
is the manufacturer name that is usually associated with this sewing machine
model.

That is not what he did. He contacted the FREDERICK OSANN Company
of New York. A contract between Frederick Osann and Richard Hohmann
was worked out sometime prior to December 24, 1927. When Richard
Hohmann filed for US Patent 1916860, he assigned all patent rights to the
FREDERICK OSANN Company of New York. There is no mention of
STANDARD Sewing Machine Company of Cleveland anywhere on the
patent application.

Why Richard Hohmann assigned all the rights to the FREDERICK
OSANN Company of New York is unclear. He was living in Brooklyn, New
York at that time about 4 miles from the OSANN Headquarters at 245
Seventh Avenue.

The records do show that he had a past business history with the
FREDERICK OSANN Company, and had been selling designs to them as
early as October 1922. We also know that he assigned his US Patent
1748479 (Sewing Machine - filed on January 4, 1928 and granted 2-25-
1930) to the FREDERICK OSANN Company of New York.

This business relationship must have been good for both parties. Frederick
Osann sold the FREDERICK OSANN Company to SINGER in mid 1934.

Was that the end of Frederick Osann’s involvement with sewing machines?
For more on this, see the section on page 67: Holmann & Osann.



FREDERICK OSANN
COMPANY of  NEW YORK
SEWING MACHINE
MANUFACTURER

The FREDERICK OSANN Company of New York is best known for their
Osann Fur Machine. This was their foundation product.



The Fur Machine Nameplate

The OSANN Fur Machine - Foundation Product

The Frederick Osann Company purchased many assigned patents during its
years of operation. The records show the oldest patent date was July 18,
1907… while the latest was September 22, 1934.



While their primary product was the Osann Fur Machine, they
manufactured many others, and were agents for many more companies. The
manufactured machines included Union Button Sewing Machines, Union
Ticket Sewing machines,

Union Button Sewing Machine Catalog



machines, Union Snap Fastener Machines, Osann-Standard High Speed
Stitching Machines, Osann Buttonhole Machines, Osann Big Bobbin
Machines, Osann Fur Beating Machines, Osann Hat Leather machines. They
were also agents for Lewis Blind Stitch Machines, Ballard Electric Cloth
Cutters, Individual Electric Motor Tables, Saxmayer Parcel Tying Machines,
Chandler Platting Machines, Reliable Fur Drum, Reliable Uncurling
Machines, Pinking Machines, among others.

A copy of a business card belonging to Edward Osann Sr., brother of
Frederick Osann and Secretary of Frederick Osann Company, is below
listing some of sewing machine lines represented by Frederick Osann
Company.

Edward Sr, Business Card

Early on, the Frederick Osann Company occupied two floors in a 12 story
building at the northeast corner of Twenty-fourth Street with an address of
245 Seventh Avenue, New York. In February 1923, the Frederick Osann
Company bought the whole building (renamed The Osann Building) and
expanded its operations.



The Osann Building



Frederick (l) and Edward Sr I, ca 1933

In addition to the original R.K. Hohmann Sewing Machine Patent
#1916860, the Frederick Osann Company was also involved with several
other patents related to this sewing machine model.



On April 10, 1928, patent application records show that the Frederick
Osann Company was assigned rights for a “DESIGN FOR A PORTABLE
SEWING-MACHINE FRAME” by Raymond L. Plumley. This covered the
“ornamental design” of the portable sewing machine.

Dec. 24, 1929       Des. 80,185

While the application states that “a new, original design,” it is in the same
as the one used by R.K. Holmann in the patent application for #1916860 filed
4 months earlier. It should be noted that design patents were usually granted
faster than regular patents. This one was no exception.

While this design patent was granted eighteen months later on December
24, 1929 as US Design Patent 80,185; the original R.K. Holmann patent
application that was filed on December 24, 1927 took 67 months (almost 6
years later) to be granted as US Patent #1916860 (July 4,1933.)

It may be that the Frederick Osann Company was concerned about other
companies manufacturing the design without paying royalties during the 67
months it took the first utility patent application to be granted as US Patent
#1916860.

The Design Patent #80185 is the one that is labeled on all but the very
earliest machines.





On July 28, 1928, patent application records show that the FREDERICK
OSANN Company was assigned rights for a “SEWING MACHINE LIGHT
ARRANGEMENT” by Raymond L. Plumley.



F. Osann and Raymond L. Plumley applied for a patent on a “PORTABLE
SEWING MACHINE CARRYING CASE” May 21,1929. This covered the



case that was used on their portable sewing machine, and the Singer 221
machine. The records also show that this Patent was assigned to the
FREDERICK OSANN Company.

Ok, so what does all this historical information tell us? The accepted idea
is that STANDARD Sewing Machine Company of Cleveland was making the
“Sewhandy” for years before 1929.



Inventor, R.K. Holmann did not file his patent application until December
24, 1927. The patent application for the “Sewhandy” design was not filed
until April 28, 1928; while the patent application for the lighting used on the
“Sewhandy” was not filed until July 28, 1928. Last, the patent application for
the carrying case was not filed until May 29, 1929.

From those dates, I have estimated that the production of the “Sewhandy”
machines did not start before March 1928.

This brings up another question. Why did the FREDERICK OSANN
Company, who owned all the manufacturing rights to the machine, lighting,
design, and carry case, have STANDARD Sewing Machine Company of
Cleveland do the actual manufacturing? Was there a prior relationship
between the two companies?

Let’s look at the second question first. Was there a prior relationship
between the two companies? The records are almost non-existent.

However, there is one hint of the two companies previously working
together. The business card of Edward Osann Sr., brother of Frederick Osann
and Secretary of FREDERICK OSANN Company lists the machines that they
manufactured. One of them was the “OSANN-STANDARD High Speed
Stitching Machine.” From this, it appears that FREDERICK OSANN
Company was manufacturing the “high speed stitching machine” for both
companies at the time of the business card.

OK, so we have a connection. Still, why did the FREDERICK OSANN
Company, who owned all the manufacturing rights, have STANDARD
Sewing Machine Company of Cleveland do the actual manufacturing?

My best guess is that it was simply that the STANDARD Sewing Machine
Company of Cleveland was better known to the women sewing at home. It
had been around since 1884, and it was known and had a good reputation.
The name was a household word, much like SINGER (though not a well
known). As for the FREDERICK OSANN Company, very few outside of the
sewing machine trade or manufacturers had ever heard of it. They were not a
“household” name.

For whatever the reasons, the first of these R.K. Hohmann designed
portable sewing machines were manufactured and marketed by STANDARD
Sewing Machine Company of Cleveland under license from the
FREDERICK OSANN Company beginning around March 1928. One
interesting note; not all the parts for these STANDARD portables were made
in Cleveland. The electric motors installed on all the STANDARD portables



were made by the GENERAL ELECTRIC Company. This arrangement would
later lead to GENERAL ELECTRIC (GE) marketing the Sewhandy under
their label as the GE Model-A.

STANDARD Sewing Machine Company of Cleveland poster 30



A Standard Advertisement



Medallion commemorating that The STANDARD Sewing Machine
Company of Cleveland, Ohio, USA, was awarded two gold medals for their
sewing machines at the 1898 Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition
held in Omaha, Nebraska.



STANDARD SEWING
MACHINE COMPANY of
CLEVELAND

The STANDARD Sewing Machine Company was located in Cleveland,
Ohio, and started manufacturing sewing machines in 1884. William S. Mack
and his brother, Frank Mack, founded STANDARD.

Their most popular model was the STANDARD Rotary Machine. It was
manufactured almost without change from the 1880s through the 1910s.

STANDARD also manufactured a number of vibrating shuttle models.
However, the rotary models were always the most popular with the sewing
public.

STANDARD manufactured sewing machines for a number of other
companies. Machines would be have a totally different brand name, i.e. one
sold as the Minnesota “L”. Another was an economy rotary labeled as a
KENMORE and sold by Sears Roebuck & Co. in their fall 1919 catalog.

Their machines were advertised as “the worlds best” with a lifetime
warranty. While they did make excellent machines, STANDARD may be
even better known for the type of advertising it used to promote its sewing
machines.

STANDARD produced an unbelievable number of different trade cards
featuring their product line. In the early 1800’s, trade cards became the major
way to advertise products and services in America. These were the business
cards of the 18th century, and were attractive, brightly colored cards that
could be collected and pasted in a book similar to stamp collecting today.

Their dealers wanted the cards to be viewed again and again, and what
better way to do that than make them collectable.

A typical trade card would be about 3 inches by 5 inches with a product
picture on the front and full advertising text on the back. The popularity of the



trade cards peaked about 1890, and became rare by the early 1900’s when
magazine and newspaper advertising became more cost effective.

STANDARD was not the only sewing machine company to provide trade
cards. SINGER also produced a wide variety promoting their sewing
machines.

Other sewing machine companies such as HOWE, WHITE, McLEAN and
HOOPER, AMERICAN, WILCOX and GIBBS, WHEELER and WILSON,
and WEED also used this type of advertising.

Copies of six STANDARD trade cards are included on the next two pages.





As noted above, William S. Mack and his brother, Frank Mack, founded
the STANDARD SEWING MACHINE COMPANY.

William A. Mack was born in Portage, New York. He began to work with
sewing machines in 1861, and patented a sewing machine design in 1863.
This was the basic design for the machines manufactured by his company, the
DOMESTIC Sewing machine Company.



As DOMESTIC grew, he moved from Cleveland and to Norwalk for
increased space. He was so successful in building sales that other sewing
machine companies attempted to suppress the machine.

Success required more financing, and the involvement of other investors
and eastern capitalists as stockholders. In 1869, when DOMESTIC
incorporated, William and his brother, Frank, both became stockholders in
the new corporation.

Majority control of the “new” DOMESTIC was with the eastern
capitalists. They decided in 1870 to have the Providence Tool Company, of
Providence, Rhode Island, make the DOMESTIC sewing machines for the
next three years. In 1873 the DOMESTIC purchased extensive works in
Newark, New Jersey. While William and Frank had lost control of the
company, they did have design and technical input to the product line.



In the spring of 1884, William and his brother, Frank, withdrew from the
Domestic Company in Toledo. William found more investors and with their
money organized the STANDARD Sewing Machine Company in Cleveland.
Starting over, he attempted to design a sewing machine that “embodied more
advantages than any that had before appeared.” He was successful and the
result was the first STANDARD Sewing Machine.

William’s brother, Frank, was born in Livingston County, New York. Frank
went to work as a salesman at DOMESTIC in the spring of 1866. The two
brothers formed a partnership in late 1866. Frank was made General Manger
of Sales of the DOMESTIC Sewing Machine Company. In 1869, when
DOMESTIC incorporated, both William and Frank became stockholders in
the new corporation. As noted above, both William and Frank, withdrew
from the Domestic Company in Toledo in early 1884.



William and Frank Mack built the STANDARD Sewing Machine Company
into huge success. Below is an image of their factory in Cleveland.

STANDARD’S success was not because they were the biggest, SINGER
was. It was not because they were the best at advertising or product
placement, again SINGER was. Their success came from their devotion to
quality and their innovative designs.

The following excerpt is from one of their Catalogs of STANDARD
Sewing Machines: “The stitch making quality is the principle upon which all
Sewing Machine Mechanism is based, and this principle must be the
foundation upon which all Sewing machines are made. If the principle is
faulty the foundation is weak, and the machine must necessarily fail of
accomplishing all that was intended. The principle embodied in the standard
is the Rotary Shuttle which has been found to contain all the quantities of a
Perfect Stitch Making Mechanism; combining simplicity with the ease with
which it handles all kinds of thread, it is susceptible of being run at high
speed with less friction, less strain, and consequently less wear than
machines made on any other plan.” They were so sure of their quality they
offered a lifetime warranty.



One of their innovative designs (Sitstraight) is advertised below.



Ad for the Model 94½-V Treadle



The “Sewhandy”

The STANDARD Sewing Machine Company, under license from the
FREDERICK OSANN Company, began manufacturing the “Sewhandy”
machines around March 1928.

The first 1100 machines (maybe more) did not carry the label “Sewhandy”
on the sewing machine neck, but were labeled Standard Sewing Machine.
The picture below of shows this STANDARD Sewing Machine logo. These
machines also had a simple STANDARD winged logo (Cleveland U.S.A
below) on the center of the bed. For more on this model, see page 109.



Early Winged Logo

On August 8, 1928, the labeling changed Standard Sewing Machine with
“Sewhandy” below it. This was the first use of the “Sewhandy” label. These
machines had a STANDARD winged logo (Cleveland U.S.A above) on the
center of the bed. For more on this model, see page 109.

Later Winged Logo



Eventually, the Standard Sewing Company name was removed leaving
only the “Sewhandy” as the machine label. The picture below of shows the
“Sewhandy” label. These machines had a STANDARD winged logo
(Cleveland U.S.A above) on the center of the bed. For more on this model,
see page 109.

The STANDARD sewing machines were the 11¾ pound machines with
aluminum beds. The FREDERICK OSANN Company later changed the
Sewhandy design to cast iron (and 15¾ pounds),

During the first year, the Sewhandy was produced in four different colors:
Black, Green, Blue, and Rose. For more on the details and features of the
different models of the STANDARD Sewhandy, see page 109.

The End of STANDARD
Something happened to the Standard Sewing Machine Company of

Cleveland in late 1929. Maybe it was the Fall of the Stock Market or maybe
something else. In any case, information on it just stops.



The last Standard Sewing Machine patent listed is US1596369 on 17
Aug 1926.



STANDARD SEWING
MACHINE COMPANY
FAILURE

The SINGER Sewing Machine Company lists on its website that it
acquired the STANDARD Sewing Machine Company in 1929. This
information is contradicted by US Patent Office records that show Frederick
Osann as the President of the STANDARD Sewing Machine Company on
May 29, 1930 (see next previous page).

US Trademark Records also that on May 29, 1930 the “Sewhandy”
trademark belonged to the STANDARD SEWING MACHINE COMPANY,
THE CORPORATION OHIO CEDAR AVENUE AT EAST 65TH STREET
CLEVELAND OHIO, not the SINGER Sewing Machine Company. Records
also show that SINGER did not buy out the FREDERICK OSANN Company
until mid 1934, and it did not record its new creation, The Osann
Corporation, until March 11, 1935. Either the US Government records are
wrong or the SINGER website is mistaken.

What did happen was that since STANDARD was no longer financially
solvent, the FREDERICK OSANN Company took back the license and patent
rights on the “Sewhandy” and began producing them in Cleveland and
eventually Boston under the STANDARD Sewing Machine Company of
Cleveland label. Apparently, the FREDERICK OSANN Company still
believed that the STANDARD name was a good brand with the sewing
public even though it was already out of business. Government records
indicate that by May 29, 1930, Frederick Osann was both the President of the
FREDERICK OSANN Company and the STANDARD Sewing Machine
Company (with all its assets and debts).





FREDERICK OSANN
COMPANY of  NEW YORK
SEWHANDY

The next Sewhandy machines are those manufactured by the FREDERICK
OSANN Company, a corporation of New York. Do not confuse this with the
later OSANN Corporation - SINGER, a corporation of Pennsylvania.

These Sewhandy sewing machines were manufactured from mid 1929 until
early 1932. Because of continuing manufacturing during the transition, it is
not possible to tell where the last STANDARD Sewhandy model stops and
the first FREDERICK OSANN Company Sewhandy begins.

The FREDERICK OSANN Company early Sewhandy machines also had
aluminum beds weighing 11 ¾ pounds.

Other details follow:
1. The machines came in four colors: Marine Blue, Larch Green, French

Maroon, and Velvet Black.
2. There is a STANDARD Sewing Machine Company logo with Cleveland

U.S.A. above the wings in the center of the machine bed.

The Frederick Osann Company did make some changes to the Sewhandy
design. In January 1931, they patented and introduced a newer improved
Feed Dog design that reduced the linkage wear. In mid 1932, they changed
from aluminum beds to cast-iron beds. This increased the Sewhandy weight
by 3 pounds to 15¾ pounds. This change was most likely to reduce
manufacturing costs. (If a magnet is attracted to your Sewhandy bed, then you
have one made with cast-iron after this change. If a magnet is not attracted to
the bed, you have an aluminum one made before this change). For more on
this model, see page 119.



July 10, 1929

The Frederick Osann Company tried to create a sales network for the
Sewhandy, but it appears that the financial times were just too bad for it too
succeed. The following brochures were sent out in 1929 to create interest in
selling the Sewhandy.











GENERAL ELECTRIC
MODEL-A SEWING MACHINE

In June 1931, Frederick Osann (STANDARD) contractually agreed to sell
5,000 Sewhandy machines to GENERAL ELECTRIC (GE). These 5,000
machines would bear the GE label (MODEL A) and be sold thru the GE sales
network.

Later GE Model A

One of the more important parts of the arrangement was that it was agreed
that no more machines (after the 750 currently in production) would be
marketed as Sewhandy while GENERAL ELECTRIC was marketing their
MODEL A. So it appears while the Sewhandy continued to be available after



that, it was most likely labeled as a GENERAL ELECTRIC MODEL A and
not a Sewhandy.

This agrees with my research that shows many Sewhandy newspaper ads
in 1929 thru 1932, but none after that. On the flip side, GENERAL
ELECTRIC MODEL A ads show-up beginning in 1932 and run thru mid
1935. For more on the advertising see page 127.

April 19, 1932

Because of the marketing and distribution agreement with GE on June 24,
1931, Sewhandy marketing slowly disappeared. All of the production
beginning in early 1932 was labeled “GENERAL ELECTRIC (GE) MODEL
A”. This arrangement continued until SINGER acquired the FREDERICK
OSANN Company in 1934.

The original Sewhandy contract between GE and Osann was 10 pages
long (with Covers). Three of the more interesting pages follow:



Contract Page 1



Contract Page 2



Contract Page 4



Like the later FREDERICK OSANN Company and all the OSANN
Corporation (SINGER) Sewhandy machines, the GE MODEL A machines
produced after mid 1932 had cast iron beds that increased their weight to
15¾ pounds. Some of the 11 ¾ pounds GE MODEL As with aluminum beds
should still exist, but they will be rare. Note: If a magnet sticks to yours, it is
a cast iron Model A. For more on the GE Model A, see page 127.

Osann Corporation (SINGER) Sewhandy



SINGER SEWING MACHINE
COMPANY

The SINGER Sewing Machine Company has a rich and varied history.
However, it was not always on friendly terms with its competitors.
Numerous legal disagreements (including possible patent infringement) are
recorded in its history. It was for a long time beginning in 1853 the dominant
sewing machine manufacture in the world.

SINGER had its own design works and had its own portable sewing
machine designs. The SINGER Company filed for a US patent on a portable
sewing machine before 1920, and introduced the SINGER “portable
electric” 99K for sale to the public in 1921. It was basically a hand-crank
with a motor attached.



SINGER ad from that time

SINGER faced the same design problem that the other manufacturers had.
The typical electric portable of the 1920’s was heavy with a carrying weight



of over 30 pounds. They may have been called “portable,” but you would not
want to have to “port” them very far. They needed a lightweight design. One
of their earlier designs (SINGER 100) that looks similar to a
FEATHERWEIGHT (without the hinged table) is shown below:

US Patent Records show that the original Sewhandy inventor, Richard K.
Holmann, was working with SINGER in 1931 on sewing machine designs.
And in late 1933, SINGER introduced its FEATHERWEIGHT to the sewing
world at the Chicago World’s Fair.

Whether the Sewhandy was too much competition for the
FEATHERWEIGHT, or their maybe patent or design infringement problems,
or possibly Frederick Osann just wanted to sell is not recorded. How and
why the Frederick Osann Company sold the rights remain unknown.

For whatever reason(s), in mid 1934 the Frederick Osann Company was
sold to the SINGER Manufacturing Company for an undisclosed amount.



SINGER immediately formed a second corporation called the OSANN
Corporation (not the Frederick Osann Company) to continue manufacturing
the STANDARD sewing machine product line including the Sewhandy.

None of the other Frederick Osann Sewing Machines appear to have been
produced later by SINGER and the SINGER website does not mention any
acquisition of the Frederick Osann Company. However, the records do show
that SINGER continued manufacturing the long gone “STANDARD Sewing
Machine of Cleveland” line along with the Sewhandy well into 1938.



THE OSANN CORPORATION
SINGER

The OSANN Corporation was formed by SINGER to continue the sewing
machine manufacturing business of the former Frederick Osann Company.
Osann offices were established in Elizabeth New Jersey to be near the
SINGER manufacturing plant. It would appear that for some time,
FEATHERWEIGHTs and Sewhandys were manufactured by SINGER on
production lines in the same plant.

The OSANN Corporation Sewhandy is similar to those models that came
before it. The easiest way to tell if you have an OSANN -SINGER Sewhandy
made from mid 1934 to the end of production in late 1938 is to look for the
label on the front bed edge. An OSANN - SINGER Sewhandy will have the
decal reading:

You can also recognize an OSANN – SINGER model by looking at the
motor or motor plate. Machines made prior to SINGER taking over used the
GENERAL ELECTRIC motor. As soon as SINGER formed their OSANN
Corporation, they mounted a OSANN Corporation label plate over an
unlabeled SINGER BRK/BUK series motor. See the example below. For
more on this model, see page 137.



It does not appear that SINGER continued the exclusive marketing contract
for the GENERAL ELECTRIC MODEL A, and for some period of time in
1934 thru 1935 both models (with different motors) may have been marketed
under different labels at the same time. GE Model A’s seem to have
disappeared from the retail scene by mid 1935.

The records do show that SINGER continued using the “STANDARD
Sewing Machine of Cleveland“ name, and manufactured the STANDARD
product line (including the Sewhandy under the successors to STANDARD
label) until November 1938 (more than nine years after the original
STANDARD had failed).

So on November 18, 1938, SINGER dissolved the OSANN Corporation
and all production ended of the sewing machine known as the

Sewhandy.



HOLMANN & OSANN

You may wonder what happened to the original Sewhandy sewing machine
designer Richard Holmann (Hohmann) and the Sewhandy manufacturer
Frederick Osann. Interestingly, in 1939, US Patent records show Richard
Holmann (Hohmann) and Frederick Osann working together again. As co-
inventors on four sewing machine patents (US Patents 2247381, 2247379,
2247382, and 2247383). One of the patents was assigned to the White
Sewing Machine Corp, while the other three were assigned to Sears &
Roebuck for their in house sewing machine line.



More Sewhandy PATENTS

Actual improvements to the Sewhandy came to a halt when SINGER
(OSANN CORPORATION) acquired it. Even so, US Patents applications
continued using the Sewhandy design.

US Patent 2,056,125





US Patent 2,217,895



US Patent 2,247,381



US Patent 2,276,246





Sewhandy ADVERTISING

Newspapers and magazines made, and still make, a lot of their money from
running advertisements. Lucky for us….for if it had not been profitable, these
ads would not exist. These old newspaper and magazine issues give us
informative and enjoyable snapshots of what went on in the past. While it
was not their intent, the publishers have preserved a very rich source of
information for later generations

This chapter is a collection of Sewhandy and GE Model-A ads that ran in
newspapers across the United States. Some of the ads are extremely detailed.
Others are no more than the very simple classified ads. I have included even
the simple ones because they illustrate the selling price in a particular month
and year. Many of these ads ran on different dates, and the listed date is just
one of those publication dates.

I found both the ad designs and prices very interesting. I hope you have as
much fun as I did taking the trip back down memory lane. Enjoy.

If you do enjoy old sewing machine ads, you might also look at my other
book, “the Featherweight Ads” that illustrates 80 SINGER Model 221
Featherweight ads.

A few famous quotes about advertising…

“The most truthful part of a newspaper is the advertisements.”
~ Thomas Jefferson

“Advertising says to people, ‘Here’s what we’ve got. Here’s what it will
do for you. Here’s how to get it.”

~ Leo Burnett

“Advertising is the greatest art form of the 20th century.”
~ Leo Burnett



“Advertising is the genie which is transforming America into a place of
comfort, luxury and ease for millions.”

~ William Allen White



May 15, 1929

July 10, 1929



October 6, 1929

October 23, 1929



December 13, 1929

April 22, 1930



January 28, 1932



February 2, 1932

April 19, 1932



July 18, 1932



October 7, 1932

April 3, 1935



Sewhandy BROCHURES

These are examples of the brochures that came along with the Sewhandy
machines.

1929 STANDARD SEWING MACHINE COMPANY of Cleveland
Guarantee Certificate





1935 Sewhandy - Page 1



1935 Sewhandy - Page 2



1935 Sewhandy - Page 3



1935 Sewhandy - Page 4



1932 Sewhandy



October 1932 GE Model A - Page 1



October 1932 GE Model A - Page 2



October 1932 GE Model A - Page 3



1930 Sewhandy - Page 1



1930 Sewhandy - Page 2



1930 Sewhandy - Page 3



1930 Sewhandy - Page 4



1932 GE Model A



1929 Sewhandy



1929 Sewhandy



1929 Sewhandy



1936 OSANN CORPORATION
SINGER Sewhandy



IDENTIFYING YOUR
Sewhandy

The Sewhandy (including GENERAL ELECTRIC MODEL A) was
produced from February 1928 thru late 1938. It evolved and went thru
numerous changes during its 10-year manufacturing run.

Some of the changes were extensive, but most of them were minor details
such as labeling. Those changes allow us to estimate an approximate
manufacturing date for each machine.

I have been unable to find a manufacturers listing of what serial number
was assigned on what date. There were four different companies (Standard
Sewing Machine Company of Cleveland, Frederick Osann Company of New
York, The Osann Corporation Singer, and General Electric) involved in the
manufacturing or marketing, and it appears that each had different serial
numbers.

In this chapter, I will identify specific details on a Sewhandy for each
period of time. If your machine has that feature, then it will fall into that
period of time.

One exception…. The Face Plates were sometimes switched (just like on
the SINGER 221) depending on owner preferences.

Place the front of the machine facing you. Look at the area of the machine
bed top directly in front of the bottom of the vertical arm. Refer to the photos
below.

Does your machine have the decal in front of the bottom of the arm in gold
lettering?

DES. PAT. 80185
OTHER PATS. PENDING



U. S. Design Patent 80185 was granted on December 29, 1929. Sewhandy
machines made after this date, and all GE MODEL A’s, had this decal.

If your machine has this decal and it is a Sewhandy, go to page 119.
If your machine has this decal and it is a General Electric Model A, go to

page 127.
If your machine does not have the DES. PAT. 80185 OTHER PATS.

PENDING decal, it was made by prior to December 29, 1929. Continue on
to page 109.



STANDARD Sewing machine of Cleveland Sewhandy



STANDARD Sewhandy

There are three variants of the STANDARD Sewhandy. The models break-
down into the following groups:

1. STANDARD (Early) produced from the earliest production beginning in
February thru August 1928.

2. Sewhandy (Mid) manufactured from August 1928 thru early 1929.
3. STANDARD Sewhandy (Late) made from early 1929 thru mid 1929.

All three variants share the same design features, with a few exceptions.
These exceptions date the machine. All three share the following:

1. The machines have aluminum beds weighing 11¾ pounds.
2. They come in four colors: Green, Blue, Rose, and Black.
3. There is a winged STANDARD Sewing Machine Company logo in the

center of the machine bed. There are two versions of the logo.

Early Decal (Cleveland, U.S.A. below logo)



Later Decal (Cleveland U.S.A. above logo)

4) The Slide Plate has a round hole.

5) This Sewhandy has a GE motor.



6) The Face Plate is plain chrome.

7) The serial number is on the right side of the Stitch Regulator Plate
(starts with a “J-”).



8) All have the General Electric 75 Watt Lamp Shade and Socket
Assembly with the long chrome end.

On this unit, the brown switch has “GE” molded into the surface.



Which STANDARD do you have? Place the front of the machine facing
you. Look at the neck of your Sewhandy and match the gold lettered decal
with the one of the pictures on the following pages.

Earliest Production
The neck decal design below is found on STANDARD Sewing Machine of

Cleveland machines from the earliest production from February thru August
1928. If yours reads “Sewhandy”, move on to “Mid Production” on the next
page.

The earliest winged logos have “Cleveland, U.S.A.” below the wings.
These are on the STANDARD Sewing Machine of Cleveland machines from
the earliest production from March thru August 1928. If yours has “Cleveland
U.S.A.” above the wings, move on to “Mid Production”.



Mid Production
The neck decal design below is found on a STANDARD Sewing Machine

of Cleveland Sewhandy from August 1928 thru early 1929. If yours reads
“STANDARD Sewhandy”, move on to “Late Production” below.

The Mid and Late Production logo on the bed is the same. It has Cleveland
U.S.A. above the wings and is shown below.



Late Production
The neck decal design below is found on a STANDARD Sewing Machine

of Cleveland machine from early to mid 1929. Note: If your Sewhandy has
“STANDARD Sewhandy” with no bordering decal around it, then you have a
later OSANN Corp SINGER version with a cast iron bed. Go to page 137.

Remember, all of the STANDARD Sewhandy sewing machines had
aluminum beds with cast iron arms. If a magnet sticks to your bed, it is NOT
a Sewhandy machine made by the STANDARD Sewing Machine Company,
but is a later model from either the FREDERICK OSANN Company on page
119, or the OSANN Corp SINGER on page 137.

Note: It is not possible to tell where the last STANDARD Sewhandy
model stops and the first FREDERICK OSANN Company Sewhandy begins.



All we know is that it was sometime in mid 1929. This is when
FREDERICK OSANN acquired and became President of the STANDARD
Sewing Machine Company of Cleveland.

The original carrying case for all these models had two brass Eagle Lock
of Terryville, Conn outer latches with a brass SOSY of New York center key
latch marked “made in Germany” and “Pat Pending.”



FREDERICK OSANN Company Sewhandy



FREDERICK OSANN Company
Sewhandy

The next Sewhandy machines are those manufactured by the FREDERICK
OSANN Company, a corporation of New York. Do not confuse this with the
later OSANN Corporation - SINGER, a corporation of Pennsylvania.

These Sewhandy sewing machines were manufactured from mid 1929 until
early 1932. Note: As written previously, it is not possible to tell where the
last STANDARD Sewhandy model stops and the first FREDERICK OSANN
Company Sewhandy begins.

Because of the marketing and distribution agreement with GE in June
1931, Sewhandy marketing ceased. All of the production beginning in early
1932 was labeled “GENERAL ELECTRIC (GE) MODEL A”. This
continued until SINGER acquired the FREDERICK OSANN Company in
1934.

The FREDERICK OSANN Company Sewhandy machines also had
aluminum beds weighing 11 ¾ pounds.

Other details follow:
3) The machines came in four colors: Marine Blue, Larch Green, French

Maroon, and Velvet Black.
4) There is a STANDARD Sewing Machine Company logo with

Cleveland U.S.A. above the wings in the center of the machine bed.



5) The neck decal design below is found on all FREDERICK OSANN
Company Sewhandy machines. Note: If your Sewhandy has “STANDARD
Sewhandy” with no bordering decal around it, then you have a later OSANN
Corp-SINGER version with a cast iron bed. Go to page 137.

6) All but the earliest of this model has the DES. PAT. 80185 decal.



7) The Slide Plate has a round hole.

8) The early Face Plate is plain chrome. This is the same one that is used
on the earlier STANDARD Sewhandy sewing machines.



9) The later models have the ornate floral urn scroll design on their Face
Plate.



10) The serial number is on the right side of the Stitch Regulator Plate
(starts with a “J-”).



11) This Sewhandy also has the GE motor.

If your Sewhandy does not have the GENERAL ELECTRIC motor, but has
an OSANN CORP motor, go to page 137.

12) All have the General Electric 75 Watt Lamp Shade and Socket
Assembly with the long chrome end.



On this unit, the brown switch has “GE” molded into the surface.



GENERAL ELECTRIC MODEL A



GENERAL ELECTRIC MODEL
A

The next Sewhandy machines are those distributed and sold by GENERAL
ELECTRIC (GE). These machines were not labeled as Sewhandy machines,
but were identified as the GENERAL ELECTRIC MODEL A. (Sewhandy
production stopped in early 1932).

The MODEL As were manufactured for GE from July 1931 until mid 1934
by the FREDERICK OSANN Corporation at the STANDARD Sewing
Machine Company of Cleveland factory.

In mid 1934, SINGER bought out the FREDERICK OSANN Company, and
subsequently formed a dummy corporation, the OSANN Corporation, to
continue manufacturing the STANDARD Sewing Machine product line. From
mid 1934 on for a couple of years, the OSANN Corporation SINGER
manufactured the MODEL A for GE.

Like the later FREDERICK OSANN Company and all the OSANN
Corporation (SINGER) Sewhandy machines, the GE MODEL A machines
produced after mid 1932 had cast iron beds that increased their weight to
15¾ pounds. Some of the 11 ¾ pounds GE MODEL As with aluminum beds
should still exist, but they will be rare. Note: If a magnet sticks to yours, it is
a cast iron Model A.

Other details follow:
1) MODEL As came in one color: Green.
2) The neck decal design below is found on all the GENERAL ELECTRIC

MODEL A machines.



3) There is a GE logo in the center of the machine bed on the early
MODEL As, but the logo is gone on the later ones.

4) The DES. PAT. 80185 decal is on all GE MODEL A machines.



5) The Slide Plate has a round hole on the early models.

6) On the later MODEL A machines, the Slide Plate has a grooved indent
finger pull instead of a hole to pull it open.



7) The MODEL A has a GE motor.

8) The Face Plate on the early MODEL A has the ornate floral urn scroll
design.



9) The later models have the GE design on their Face Plate.



10) The serial number on the earlier MODEL A is on a plate on the rear of
the machine. See the photo below.



11) The serial number on the later MODEL A is on a plate in the bobbin
access well. See the photo below.

12) All have the General Electric 75-Watt Lamp Shade and Socket
Assembly with the short chrome end. Compare this with the long chrome end
on pages 113 and 125.



13) On this model, the brown switch has no markings. Compare this with
the “GE” marked switch on page 113 and 125.

14) The MODEL A also has a 6 inch ruler decal on the front bed edge.
This decal is unique to the GENERAL ELECTRIC MODEL A.



15) The MODEL A Stitch Regulator Plate does not have a Serial Number
on it. Instead, it has the words “SHORT” – “STITCH” – “LONG” printed on
its right side.



OSANN Corporation-SINGER Sewhandy



OSANN Corporation-SINGER
Sewhandy

These are the newest of the Sewhandy machines. They were manufactured
from mid 1934 until late 1938.

In mid 1934, SINGER bought out the FREDERICK OSANN Company and
subsequently formed their dummy corporation, the OSANN Corporation, to
continue manufacturing the Sewhandy machines along with the rest of the
STANDARD Sewing Machine product line.

The OSANN Corporation – SINGER Sewhandy machines all have the cast
iron beds making these models weigh 15¾ pounds. These models came in
one color: Black.

The easiest way to tell if you have an OSAAN - SINGER Sewhandy made
from mid 1934 to the end of production in late 1938 is to look for the label
on the front bed edge. An OSAAN - SINGER Sewhandy will have the decal
reading:

MANUFACTURED BY
THE OSANN CORPORATION

NEW YORK, N.Y.
SUCCESSORS TO
THE STANDARD

SEWING MACHINE COMPANY
See the actual decal on the next page.



Remember, this is the OSANN Corporation that SINGER formed as their
dummy corporation after they bought out the FREDERICK OSANN
Company. It was based out of the SINGER headquarters in New York City
with its manufacturing office in the SINGER plant at Elizabethport, NJ. This
is not the FREDERICK OSANN Company that originally worked with the
STANDARD Sewing Machine Company of Cleveland to produce the first
Sewhandy machines.

You can also tell the model by looking at the motor or motor plate.
Machines made prior to SINGER taking over used the GENERAL
ELECTRIC motor. As soon as SINGER formed their OSANN Corporation,
they mounted a OSANN Corporation label plate over an unlabeled SINGER
BRK/BUK series motor. See the example on the next page.



The OSANN Corporation – SINGER Sewhandy machine labeling or
decals are much simpler. The winged STANDARD Sewing Machine
Company logo in the center of the machine bed was eliminated.

The neck label still read Standard Sewhandy, but the lettering was
changed and the gold borders were eliminated.

Other details follow:
1) The Face Plate has the same ornate floral urn scroll design used on the

FREDERICK OSANN Company Sewhandy.



16) All have the General Electric 75 Watt Lamp Shade and Socket
Assembly with the short chrome end. Compare this with the long chrome end
on pages 113 and 125.



17) On this model, the brown switch has no markings. Compare this with
the “GE” marked switch on page 13 and 125.

18) The Slide Plate has a grooved indent finger pull instead of a hole to
pull it open.



19) The serial number is on the right side of the Stitch Regulator Plate
(starts with a “J-”).

There are not any other differences thru the end of production in late 1938.



Model Specif ications

STANDARD Sewing Machine Company
Sewhandy

Made in Cleveland
Manufacturing Period: Feb 1928 thru Mid 1929

General Electric (GE) Motor
4 Colors: Green, Blue, Rose, and Black

Black or Tan Carrying Case
Aluminum beds making weight 11¾ lbs

Early Center Bed Decal – Cleveland USA above
Late Center Bed Decal – Cleveland USA below

Plain Chrome Face Plate
Slide Plate finger hole

No DES. PAT. 80185 on right front bed
Standard neck decal – gold borders (Early)
Sewhandy neck decal – gold borders (Mid)

STANDARD Sewhandy neck decal – gold borders
(Late)

SN on front stitch length lever plate
Long GE Lamp Shade and Socket Assembly

“GE” marking on Lamp Shade switch
Case outside latches Eagle Lock
Center latch SOSY Pat Pending

FREDERICK OSANN Company Sewhandy
Made in Cleveland

Manufacturing Period: Mid 1929 thru Early 1932
General Electric (GE) Motor

4 Colors: Larch Green, Marine Blue, French



Maroon, Velvet Black
Black or Tan Carrying Case

Aluminum beds weight 11¾ lbs
Center Bed Decal – Cleveland USA below

Plain Chrome Face Plate (Early)
Scroll Chrome Face Plate

Slide Plate finger hole
No DES. PAT. 80185 on right front bed (Earliest)

DES. PAT. 80185 on right front bed (Later)
STANDARD Sewhandy neck decal – gold borders

SN on front stitch length lever plate
Long GE Lamp Shade and Socket Assembly
dquo;GE” marking on Lamp Shade switch

Case outside latches Eagle Lock
Center latch SOSY Pat Pending

GENERAL ELECTRIC MODEL A
Made in Cleveland (Early)

Made in Elizabethport, New Jersey (Later)
Manufacturing Period: July 1931 thru Mid 1934

Mid 1934 to around 1935 (SINGER)
General Electric (GE) Motor

Colors: Green
Aluminum beds 11¾ lbs to Mid 1932

Cast Iron beds 15¾ lbs after Mid 1932
“GE” Center Bed Decal (Early)

No “GE” Center Bed Decal (Late)
Scroll Chrome Face Plate (Early)

“GE” Face Plate (Late)
Slide Plate has finger groove indentation

DES. PAT. 80185 on right front bed
General Electric neck decal – no borders
STITCH on front stitch length lever plate
SN on plate in bobbin bed area (Early)
SN on rear plate below motor (Late)

6 inch rule decal on right front bed edge



Short GE Lamp Shade and Socket Assembly
No markings on Lamp Shade switch

Case outside latches Langenau Cleveland
Center latch SOSY Pat 1717930 (July 1929)

OSANN Corporation SINGER Sewhandy
Made in Elizabethport, New Jersey

Manufacturing Period: Mid 1934 thru late 1938
SINGER BRK/BUK Motor

Colors: Black
Cast Iron beds 15¾ lbs

Scroll Chrome Face Plate
Slide Plate finger groove indentation
DES. PAT. 80185 on right front bed

Standard Sewhandy neck decal – no borders
OSANN Corp “Successor” decal on front bed

SN on front stitch length lever plate
Short GE Lamp Shade and Socket Assembly

No markings on Lamp Shade switch
Case outside latches Langenau Cleveland

Center latch SOSY Pat 1717930 (July 1929)



SINGER Sewhandy Versus
SINGER Featherweight

There has been a lot of discussion in the past about which was the “better”
machine: the STANDARD/OSANN Sewhandy or the SINGER 221
Featherweight.

Common sense would tell you that since the Sewhandy design had been
around since 1928, and since SINGER had access to it while designing their
Model 221, that the Featherweight should be a “better” and more modern
machine.

And it may have been just coincidental that SINGER introduced their re-
designed Model 221 in 1935, shortly after they bought out the FREDERICK
OSANN Company along with the Sewhandy and its patents, and created a
second corporation (OSANN CORP) to manage it.

Lucky for us, SINGER continued to manufacture the now OSANN
SINGER Sewhandy (with the STANDARD label) along side their 221
Featherweights in their Elizabethport factory until around 1938. This allows
us to have a side-by-side comparison between a 1937 SINGER Sewhandy
and 1937 SINGER 221 Featherweight. Note that this is a comparison of a
OSANN SINGER Sewhandy versus a SINGER Featherweight! Both
machines are of about the same age and are in similar good condition.

COMPARISON
See Table
Sew-off Methodology

Objective evaluations: The machines were evaluated on the following.
Machine Size
Machine Throat Width
Machine Throat Height
Carry Case + Machine Weight
Workspace to left



Motor Horsepower
Motor RPM
Power Usage
Noise
Vibration
Bobbin Size
Max Stitches per min.
Min Stitches per min.

Subjective evaluations: The machines were evaluated on the ease of
sewing and working with the machines. The following tasks were
considered.

Top Threading
Bobbin Loading
Bobbin Insertion
Lower Tension Adjustment
Upper Tension Adjustment
Light Coverage
Stitch Speed
Stitch Quality
Stitch Length Adjustment
Straight Stitch
Foot Pedal Operation
Overall Feel

Sew-off Conclusions
The machines are very similar in their sewing capability. Both machines

use SINGER motors with similar speed and stitch outputs. The Sewhandy has
a slightly higher maximum speed because of the pulley size. However, the
FEATHERWEIGHT does have a reverse.

The hinged table on the FEATHERWEIGHT gives a larger platform for
sewing than the Sewhandy. However, that same hinged table makes the
FEATHERWEIGHT more fragile than the Sewhandy.

Stitch quality is similar. Foot pedal operation is similar. Tension
adjustment and top threading is similar. Bobbin loading is similar, but bobbin



case insertion is much more difficult with the Sewhandy. If your hands are
large, it almost becomes impossible.

The FEATHERWEIGHT is slightly lighter, but is not as well balanced as
the Sewhandy.

After everything is considered, the two machines are really too close to
say that one is better than the other.... However, I would say that the
FEATHERWEIGHT is a little more civilized than the Sewhandy.

Come to your own conclusion by sewing on both.... You might be
surprised.



CARRYING CASE



The design for the Sewhandy Carrying Case is shown on the previous
page. Note that the date of application for US Patent is May 21, 1929.

The Sewhandy Carrying Case is made of wood and covered in leatherette.
The majority of the cases are a black color, but there are also a small number
in tan. The case is about the same size as the SINGER Featherweight Type
One, except that it is about ¾ inch shorter in height. The case dimensions are
13.25” wide x 8.125” deep x 10.875” high, and it weighs empty 4.5 pounds.

Carrying Case Exterior

The case has a removable wooden divided tray.



It has two brass hinges on the back, and two brass latches and a center
brass key latch on the front. The earlier brass latches (STANDARD) were
made by Eagle Lock Company, Terryville, Conn. It also has a black leather
handle.

The later brass latches (OSSAN-SINGER and GENERAL ELECTRIC)
were made by Langenau Manufacturing Company of Cleveland.

The earlier center latch (STANDARD) was made in Germany by SOSY
Corporation of New York and marked Pat. Pending.

The later center latch (OSANN-SINGER and GENERAL ELECTRIC)
was made in Germany by SOSY Corporation of New York and marked Pat
1717930.(Patented June 18, 1929)



Carrying Case Interior

The case inside is lined in a gold fabric throughout the case. On the later
STANDARD Sewhandy, the top inner liner has a red fabric with the Standard
winged logo.

With the OSANN-SINGER Sewhandy, the top inner liner is a gold fabric
with the Sewhandy logo.



The GENERAL ELECTRIC Model-A carrying case has an inner liner of
gold fabric with the GE Merchandise Dept. label.

All the carrying cases had an instructional label attached at the factory
explaining how to correctly place the Sewhandy into the case. An example of
this label is shown below.





EXTENSION TABLE

In 1936, the original designer of the Sewhandy, Richard K. Hohmann
designed an extension table to fit on the Sewhandy bed. SINGER owned the
Sewhandy production thru its dummy OSANN CORPORATION since 1934,
and apparently was not interested. Or maybe they felt that it would make the
Sewhandy more competitive with their Model 221 Featherweight.

No one really knows. For whatever reason, the Sewhandy extension table
was never mass-produced or offered for sale to the public.



The design was made up of two pieces that when assembled made up the
u-shaped extension table. This two-piece design ensured that the extension
table easily and safely fit in to the carrying case with the Sewhandy.



OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

This chapter is for those of you that did not get the Operating Instructions
with your Sewhandy.































































SUMMARY

This brings to a close this book “before the Featherweight – Sewhandy
Volume 1 History”.

I hope that you found reading it both enjoyable and educational.
For more detailed information about preventative maintenance and repair

of the Sewhandy, be sure to read my book “before the Featherweight –
Sewhandy Volume 2 Maintenance & Repair”. You will find a short preview
of Volume 2 beginning on page 193 of this book.

Reference and Bibliography information available on request.
If you have any questions about this book or the Sewhandy sewing machine

my website:
www.SewhandySewingMachine.com

You can also email me a Dar-Bet@att.net.
For information about other books I have written, visit my website:

www.DarrelKaiserBooks.com

http://www.sewhandysewingmachine.com/
mailto:Dar-Bet@att.net
http://www.darrelkaiserbooks.com/
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PREFACE

Volumes 2 provides preventative maintenance and repair information for
all the Sewhandy models (including GE Model A) using modern lubricants,
components, and techniques. Also included are detailed Mechanical and
Electrical Operation, and Troubleshooting Chapters.



MECHANICAL OPERATION

Note: This is a short preview of the Volume 2 Chapter on Mechanical
Operation. This chapter in Volume 2 is actually 14 pages long.

________
The Sewhandy mechanical operation follows the normal sewing machine

mechanical arrangement used in the 1920's.
It has a low rear motor providing power thru a rubber belt to the Belt

Wheel. The Belt Wheel is mechanically connected to the Hook Shaft. Note
that the Belt or Hand Wheel is mounted low on the Sewhandy. Compare this
to the SINGER Featherweight Model 221 where it is high on the machine.

Theoretically, having the rotating mass of the Belt Wheel low on the
machine creates a low center-of-gravity. This produces a more stable
machine with less motor torque/speed change reaction and vibration.

In contrast, the newer (1933) design of the SINGER Featherweight Model
221 has the spinning mass of the Hand Wheel about 3.5 inches higher than the
Sewhandy. Because of this the SINGER 221 has a much higher center-of-
gravity and a lower stability factor.

The Sewhandy mechanical operation is broken down into three separate
functional areas: 1) Shafts and Gears, 2) Needle Drive, and 3) Feed and
Hook Drive.

Shafts and  Gears
In operation, the motor and Belt Wheel rotate in a clockwise direction as

viewed from the right side or front. Since the main drive shaft (Hook Shaft)
is connected to the Belt Wheel, it also rotates in the clockwise direction. See
the drawing below.



The 3/8th inch diameter Hook Shaft connects to the 5/16th inch diameter
Arm Shaft (Vertical) thru a brass bevel gear set. The Arm Shaft (Vertical)
rotates in a counter clockwise direction. It connects thru a brass miter gear
set to the 5/16th inch diameter Arm Shaft (Top) that also rotates in counter
clockwise direction (as viewed from the Belt Wheel end).

There are bushings and bushing supports for each drive shaft. Each
bushing has its own oil hole to provide for lubrication replenishment. Oil
hole location is identified in the Preventative Maintenance chapter. Bushing
locations are shown in the drawing below.



The bevel gears on the Hook Shaft and Arm Shaft (Vertical) are straight
cut gears with a gear ratio of 1:2 (18 teeth and 36 teeth). The Arm Shaft
(Top) and Arm Shaft (Vertical) Miter Gears are a special type of straight cut
bevel gear designed to operate in pairs with identical numbers of teeth (24)
and diametrical pitch, and a 1:1 gear ratio. Brass gears are used because the
constant meshing work hardens the teeth allowing them to last longer.



Needle Drive



The counter clockwise rotating Arm Shaft (Top) provides power thru the
bushing support to the Needle Bar and Take-up Crank. This connects and
provides power to both the Needle Drive and the Take-up Lever.

The Needle Drive power flow is shown below. The power flow is from
the Needle Bar and Take-up Crank (larger right white arrow) thru the Take-
up Yoke (larger left white arrow) thru the Needle Bar Yoke (thinner white
arrow) thru the Needle Bar link thru the Needle Bar Clamp thru the Needle
Bar (double headed white arrow) to the Needle. This process changes the
Arm Shaft (Top) rotational movement into the up-down movement of the



needle. It also maintains the exact timing relative to the Feed Shaft and Hook
Drive.

The Take-up Lever power flow is shown below. The power flow is from
the Needle Bar and Take-up Crank (right white arrow) thru the Take-up Yoke
(center white arrow) thru the Take-up Yoke Rod thru the Take-up Crank (left
white arrow) thru the Take-up Fulcrum to the Take-up Lever. This process
changes the Arm Shaft (Top) rotational movement into the up-down
movement of the Take-up Lever. It also maintains the exact timing relative to
the Feed Shaft and Hook Drive.





ELECTRICAL OPERATION

Note: This is a short preview of the Volume 2 Chapter on Electrical
Operation. This chapter in Volume 2 is actually 17 pages long.

________
The Sewhandy has a fairly simple electrical circuit. Note that the system,

as manufactured, does not use a polarized or grounded 3-prong plug. There is
always a risk of shock when using these older electrical systems. (The
Sewhandy can be rewired to use the 3-prong grounded system. Contact
author by email for price). The electrical system consists of the following:

Black Cloth covered two-conductor Main Power cord from the 120VAC
wall outlet (male 2-prong plug) to the power input connector (female 2-
prong plug).
Rear input power connector (male 2 prong plug).
Foot Pedal with two-conductor power cord connecting with front of
machine (male 2-prong plug).
Front Foot Pedal power connector (female 2-prong plug).
Black Cloth covered single conductor wire from Rear input power
connector to Drive Motor.
Black Cloth covered single conductor wire from Rear input power
connector to Front Foot Pedal power connector (female 2-prong plug).
Black cloth covered two-conductor cord from Rear input power
connector (female 2-prong plug) to Drive Motor.
Lamp Assembly with side rotary switch.
Sewing Machine Drive Motor

Theory of Operation
Plug the Foot Pedal power cord 2–prong male connector into the front 2-

prong female connector. Plug the machine female 2-prong connector on the
Main Power cord into the male 2-prong connector on the rear of the machine.



Plug the Main Power cord 2-prong male connector into a 120VAC power
source, i.e. switched power strip. The Sewhandy is now ready to operate. It
does not have a main power on-off switch.

You can test for power to the Sewhandy by turning the Lamp Assembly
switch on. The light will now be lit. Pressing on the Foot Pedal will cause
the Drive Motor to rotate.

How does all this work? The 120VAC HOT side current at the power strip
moves thru the Main Power Cord to the Rear Input power connector. Here it
connects with the Hot (Black) wire going to the Front Foot Pedal power
connector. It also connects thru a two-conductor cord to the Lamp Assembly
rotary switch. The Hot continues thru the Front Foot Pedal power cord to the
Foot Pedal. The Foot Pedal has a Resistive Element that limits the current
and the motor speed. The now variable current leaves the Foot Pedal out thru
the Foot Pedal Power cord to the other contact of the 2-prong Front Foot
Pedal power connector. The variable current continues thru the wire to the
Drive Motor. The variable current is felt across the brushes and windings
and causes the Drive Motor to spin if there is an electrical return or neutral
path.



The neutral path continues out of the Drive Motor thru the wire to the Rear
Input power connector. The return path continues thru the Main Power cord
to the 120VAC power strip neutral.

The Lamp Assembly circuit is powered from the Hot side of the Rear
Input power connector as explained previously. The return or neutral for the
Lamp Assembly is thru the other conductor of the two-conductor cord to the
neutral side of the Rear Input power connector. As before, the return path
continues thru the Main Power cord to the 120VAC power strip neutral.

Motor Theory & Breakdown
There are two different motors used on the Sewhandy and GE MODEL A.

The GE motor is used on all models except for the OSANN SINGER
Sewhandy. The OSANN SINGER Sewhandy uses a SINGER BRK/BUK
series motor. Both motors are Universal type motors.



Universal Motors
GE and SINGER used the Universal or Commutator motor in the

Sewhandy because the universal motor operates at much higher speeds than
an induction motor and delivers more power than a similar size induction
motor.

The universal motor is a single-phase commutated motor with wound field
coils in series with a DC type armature (wound rotor). Universal motors can
be powered by either DC or AC. The have a rotor or armature with coils of
wire wound around it. They also have a rotating cylinder or commutator with
alternating strips of conducting and nonconducting material.



The armature and the commutator are mounted on the motor shaft. A
carbon brush on each side of the commutator transfers current from the
electrical circuit. These brushes are soft blocks of carbon with a spring
attached to provide slight pressure and compensate for wear. When the
carbon brushes slip over the commutator surface, the armature is magnetized
and rotates. This provides the rotation that powers the sewing machine. Most
universal motors also have a cooling fan at the end of the shaft.

___________________

How does it work?
How do I fix it?

What lubrication does it need?
What does this wire do?

How does my motor come apart? And how do I get it back together?
Where do I go for more help?

______________________________

Find out the answers to these questions and many more in the over 200
pages in Volume 2. Visit my websites:

www.SewhandySewingMachine.com
www.DarrelKaiserBooks.com

Books by Darrel P. Kaiser
www.DarrelKaiserBooks.com

http://www.sewhandysewingmachine.com/
http://www.darrelkaiserbooks.com/
http://www.darrelkaiserbooks.com/


Books by Darrel P. Kaiser
www.DarrelKaiserBooks.com

http://www.darrelkaiserbooks.com/


Books by Darrel P. Kaiser
www.DarrelKaiserBooks.com

http://www.darrelkaiserbooks.com/


Books by Darrel P. Kaiser
www.DarrelKaiserBooks.com

Coming in 2008…

http://www.darrelkaiserbooks.com/


For more information, visit my websites at:
DarrelKaiserBooks.com

Volga-Germans.com
SewingMachineTech.com

BasicTroubleshooting.com
SewhandySewingMachine.com

http://www.darrelkaiserbooks.com/
http://www.volga-germans.com/
http://www.sewingmachinetech.com/
http://www.basictroubleshooting.com/
http://www.sewhandysewingmachine.com/


SINGER 
Sewhandy Speci f i cat ion SINGER 221 

Featherweight

9-1/4" Machine Height 9-1/4"

7-1/16" Machine Width 7-1/4"

11-7/8" Machine Length 10-1/2"

15.75 lbs Machine Weight 11.1 lbs

5" Mach throat width 5"

3-5/8" Mach throat height 4"

2-3/8" Work Space 6-1/4"

11" Case Height 11-1/2"

8" Case Width 8"

13" Case Length 13"

wood/vinyl Case construction wood/vinyl

20.25 lbs Case+Mach weight 16.1 lbs



AC-DC Motor Voltage Type AC-DC

110-120 Motor Voltage 110-120

25-75 Motor AC Cycles 25-75

66 Motor Watts 66

0.55 Motor Amp 0.55

3500 Motor RPM (Load) 3500

7800 Motor RPM (No Load) 7600

Singer Motor Mfg Singer

daily(A) Oil schedule daily(B)

18(C) Oil Holes or points 38(D)

No Dial Top Tension Adj. Dial

6-20 inch Stitch length 6-30 inch

1100 Stitches per Minute 850



Fwd Feed Directions Fwd-Rev

(A) oil moving parts frequently

(B) daily if continuously used; occasional if moderately used

(C) per page 5 Inst Manual - (c)1934

(D) per pages 24-26 221-1 Instructions Manual - (c)1948



DATE MODEL SN PURCHASE INFORMATION
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